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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the first step of the derivation of an
aerodynamic damping matrix that can be adopted for the
foundation design of a wind turbine. A single turbine blade is
modelled as a discrete mass-spring system, representing the
flap and edge wise motions. Nonlinear wind forcing is applied,
which couples the degrees of freedom. The structural response
is determined by means of a Volterra series expansion. The
contribution of the aerodynamic damping to the structural
response is determined by comparing the response without
structural feedback to the response that includes structural
feedback.
The reduction of the structural response due to
aerodynamic damping is significant. This also applies for the
edge wise response and the cross response that results from the
coupling. Due to the nonlinear forcing, higher order harmonics
are excited. This study only presents the response to a single
harmonic 1P forcing. To fully understand the response to the
nonlinear forcing, a representative excitation spectrum needs to
be adopted.
INTRODUCTION
In determining the wind forcing on a wind turbine, the
interaction between the air flow and the structure cannot be
neglected. The effective force due to a flow on a structure
depends on the relative velocity of this flow with respect to the
structure. If the structure responds dynamically, the relative
flow velocity is affected by the structural vibration. This aspect
is of particular importance for flexible structures like wind
turbines, where the motion of the structure generally leads to a
reduction of the effective wind force. Moreover, turbine blades
are highly sensitive to perturbations in the angle of attack of the
wind flow, reducing or increasing the forcing on the structure.
The force reduction due to the structural feedback velocity is

commonly known as added damping, or – specifically for wind
turbines – as aerodynamic damping.
Complex models, making use of computational fluiddynamics techniques, can be adopted to estimate the effective
forcing – and so the aerodynamic damping – of a wind flow on
a wind turbine. For early design stages this approach is timeconsuming, in both model construction and calculation
processing. Besides, such complex models do not necessarily
provide the physical insight that can be employed to improve
the aero-elastic performance of the structure. On the other hand,
when it comes to foundation design, the available techniques to
determine the reduction in aerodynamic forcing due to
structural response are rather simplified. Linearized
expressions, neglecting the dependency of the force on the
mean wind speed and the coupling between flap and edge wise
blade motion – among other things, are adopted to estimate the
effective wind forcing [1, 2, 3]. For offshore wind turbines, the
aerodynamic damping of hydrodynamic forces is recognized
[4], but the existing theories do not allow for a misalignment
between the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forcing.
This paper presents the first step in the derivation of an
aerodynamic damping matrix that particularly serves the design
of offshore wind support structures under combined wind and
wave loading. A single blade is modelled as a mass-spring
system representing the flap and edge wise motions. The blade
is excited by a drag force that depends quadratically on the
effective flow velocity. The forcing ensures coupling between
the degrees of freedom. The modelling includes dependencies
on the mean wind velocity and the pitch angle of the blade. In
order to account for the nonlinear character of the loading, a
Volterra series expansion is applied, a technique that enables
the identification of higher-order transfer kernels in the
frequency domain [5].
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Validation off the proposeed model is pperformed onn the
basiss of the NREL
L 5.0 MW bladde characteristtics [6]. First oorder
transsfer functions are compareed to the trannsfer function that
resullt from the eexisting techniiques to evalluate aerodynnamic
dampping. The seccond order response
r
is annalyzed for a 1P
harm
monic loading.
DISC
CRETE BLA
ADE MODEL
A discrete model with two degreees of freedoom repreesenting a sinngle blade - iss adopted to analyze the w
windstruccture interactioon. Figure 1 ddepicts the maass-spring sysstem,
wherre Figure 1(a)) presents thee mass-springg representatioon of
the blade
b
as a partt of the rotor. The actual mass-spring
m
sysstem,
Figurre 1(b), conssists of x annd y springs representingg the
geneeralized flap annd edge wise bblade stiffnesss kx and ky, x aand y
dashppots representting the generaalized structurral damping cx and
cy, annd generalizedd masses mx annd my. Generaalization is donne on
the bbasis of the undamped fi
first flap and edge wise fixed
f
interface modes off vibration. Thhe applicationn of fixed interrface
modees implies that the blade is aassumed clam
mped at its roott and
that tower flexibbility is not accounted foor. The flap wise
defleection is giveen by ux, whiile uy expressses the edge wise
motion. The anglee  represents the pitch anggle with whichh the
aeroddynamic bladee response cann be controlledd.
The system
m of equatioons describinng the dynnamic
behaaviour of the blade model caan be written aas:
u

u

u

f

Figure 1: (a) the mass-sppring represenntation of the bblade as
a part of the rrotor, (b) disccrete model w
with two deggrees of
freeedom, representing a singlee blade.
AE
ERODYNAM
MIC FORCING
G
Since the blade is m
modelled using the geneeralized
cooordinates ux and uy, thee forcing vector f repressents a
geeneralization tooo. This generralization can be expressed as:
fd

f

(4))

,w
where f repressents the distriibuted aerodynnamic forcingg vector
– cconsisting of tthe force com
mponents in x aand y directionn and
– and the matrix containing the firstt flap and edgge wise
fixxed interface modes of viibration
aand
on itts main
diaagonal, wherreas the off-ddiagonal entrries are zeroo. Both
coomponents aree a function off the radius r aand in order too obtain
thee generalizedd forcing veector, the prroduct needs to be
inttegrated over r.
In order too define the wiind load on thee blade the folllowing
noonlinear flow-fforce relation is adopted:
w|w
w|

f

(5))

Thhis relation deefines the forcce vector f as a quadratic function
fu
off the relative fllow velocity w, which consists of the meaan flow

(1)

v, the flow flucttuation v and tthe structural feedback
f
velocity u:

, wheere
0
0

;

0
0

;

u

0
0
(2)

The fforcing vectorr consists of ann x and y compponent:
f

(3)

w

;

v

v

u

(6))

Liike for the foorcing vector f, the hat onn u indicates spatial
deependency. Alll componentss of w can be
b radius-deppendent.
Fiigure 2 depictss the flow vector w that exccites the blade model.
W
Within the fram
me of referencee, x and y com
mponents of thhe flow
veector can be distinguishedd. ̅ represennts the meann wind
veelocity that accts on the bllade, whereass ̅ is the constant
c
tanngential veloccity of the rotaating blade. It is assumed thhat the y
coomponent of the
t mean winnd velocity iss zero. For ann idling
turrbine, ̅ equaals zero.
annd
represennt fluctuationss of the
wiind field. The distributed strructural feedbaack velocity u can be
reppresented by the matrix-veector product of the matrixx and
thee generalized structural respponse velocityy vector u.
Other com
mponents of (11) are the air density , the blade
chhord width A,, and the blaade aero-elastiic matrix
, which
coonsists of the liift and drag cooefficients aand :
0
0

(7))

Thhe wind flow w, being activve under an anngle with resspect to
thee rotor plane,, results in a lift and drag force f and f , see
2

Figurre 2. In ordeer to obtain force componnents in x annd y
direcction, the transsformation maatrix is applied:
coss
sin
n

sin
cos

(8)

U

V

(100)

Thhe vector V , rrepresenting thhe Fourier trannsform of v, cconsists
off the frequenccy dependent excitation siggnals
and , the
maatrix
conntains direct- and cross-keernel transforrms, or
dirrect or cross ffrequency-respponse functionns. The seconnd-order
Voolterra kernells are not juust a function of the excitation
freequency , buut of the frequuency
too. In order to ffind the
second-order rresponse U , the direct- and crosss-kernel
traansforms, com
mbined in the 2 4 matrix
need not only
o
be
muultiplied by tthe excitationn signal V ∗ , but as well by the
exxcitation signnal V ∗ . Moreeover, the reelation needs to be
inttegrated with respect to
over an infinitte interval:
V∗V∗ d

(111)

Figure 2: air flow excitedd blade modell and resultingg lift
and ddrag forces.

Thhe asterisks im
mply double entries of
and , to m
maintain
coonsistency withh the
matrrix. The entriess of the vectorr V ∗ are

The generalized foorcing vector f follows from
m integration over
the blade lengthh. Therefore, an importannt aspect is the
definnition of the length dependding componennts of (1). Firrst of
all, thhe mean windd velocity ̅ is assumed to be constant w
within
the blade sweptt area. The same appliees for the w
wind
fluctuuations
annd . For thee tangential veelocity ̅ a liinear
radiuus dependent ffunction is adoopted, which rrelates the veloocity
at raddius r to the blade tip speedd.
The aero-elastic ccoefficients
and
aree functions off the
anglee of attack , see Figure 2. These functioons are assumeed to
be raadius invariantt. The only remaining compponent with leength
depeendency is the chord width A.
A

fuunctions of , while the entries of V ∗ are functiions of
.
Identificatiion of the Voolterra kernels can be achieeved by
appplying the hharmonic proobing algorithhm [9]. An elegant
altternative exissts in assem
mbling compliicated kernels from
knnown partial solutions [110].Since thee harmonic probing
p
alggorithm has aalready been exxtended for multi-input
m
andd multiouutput systems [11], this appproach is adoopted for the current
Voolterra kernel iidentification.
It can easiily be shown tthat the first oorder Volterra kernels
reppresent the frequency-resp
f
ponse functionn for the linnearized
syystem. Higherr-order Volterrra kernels caannot be defiined as
unnique frequenccy response fuunctions, but arre input-depenndent.

NLINEAR BL
LADE ANALY
YSIS
NON
The structuraal response to the nonlinearr excitation, w
which
moreeover forces a coupling bettween the ressponses in x and
a y
direcction, is estim
mated with tthe help of a Volterra series
s
expaansion. With thhe help of this technique, thhe nonlinear efffects
can be accounted for by hiigher-order trransform kerrnels.
Moreeover, the tecchnique perm
mits analyses in the frequuency
domaain. The theorry is already appplied in analyyzing responses of
windd, and combinned wind and wave excitedd structures [77, 8].
Wheen limiting the
t
expansionn to the seecond order, the
frequuency-domainn response vecctor U, representing the Foourier
transsform of u annd consisting of the compoonents
andd
,
can bbe found from
m the followingg relations:

LIINEARIZED BLADE RES
SPONSE
Currently, aerodynamic damping duee to blade mootion is
estimated usingg one-degree-oof-freedom syystems as a reesult of
linnearized windd flow-structuure interactionn. According to this
appproach, whichh is only valiid for operatinng turbines, tthe flap
wiise motion of the blade resuults from the ttangential veloocity of
thee rotating bladde only. Smalll fluctuations in
i the wind fieeld, and
thee flap wise feedback velociity, cause pertturbations in thhe flow
anngle and thereefore in the llift coefficientt. Based on this,
t
an
exxpression for the aerodynamic dampinng can be obbtained,
whhich among otther things, neeglects the meean wind veloccity, the
pittch angle and the coupling oof flap and edgge wise motioon.

U

U

U

(9)

, where the compoonents of U and U repreesent the first-- and
seconnd-order freqquency responnses. The firrst-order respponse
follows from the well-known liinear relation,, where the innputoutpuut relation is ddefined by the transfer functtion matrix :

NR
REL 5.0MW BLADE ANA
ALYSIS
The structtural responsse to the nonlinear
n
winnd-flow
exxcitation is deetermined for a single bladde of the NR
REL 5.0
M
MW reference turbine [6]. For
F conveniennce’s sake, thhe edge
wiise structural pproperties havve been relatedd in a simple manner
to the flap wisee characteristiccs, namely mx = my = 2242 kg and
kx = ky = 131441 N/m. It shhould be notedd that an incrrease in
3

, are applied.
In order to derive first- and second-order Volterra kernels
from the system described by equation (1-8), a number of
assumptions have been adopted:
- The magnitude of the constant contribution to the
relative flow w is larger than that of the fluctuating

-

-

parts, i.e v
v u . Moreover, the vector that
follows from the multiplication w|w| is replaced by a
vector with the two equal entries
.
The blade remains unstalled, implying that the
contribution of the drag force f can be neglected and
the relation between the lift coefficient
and the
angle of attack is linear.
The local blade twist angle is constant in time.
Trigoniometric operations of the flow angle can be
approximated by the first term of the Taylor expansion
around
0.
The time-dependent contributions to the y component
of the relative flow w and
– do not affect the
fluctuation of the flow angle .
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Figure 3: First-order Volterra kernels, or frequency
response functions, of the blade model without system
feedback. Note the linearized system response, which equals
the ux response to vy excitation.
First order Volterra kernels for a system with feedback
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effective stiffness due to the rotation of the blade has not been
accounted for. The natural frequencies corresponding to the
motions are 2.42 rad/s and 3.42 rad/s. For structural damping a
damping ratio of 0.01 is adopted.
The geometry of the blade is defined by its radius 63 m and
the chord width, for which a radius independent average value
of 3.0 m is adopted. The blade angle  is set at 0o, the rated tip
speed is 80 m/s, and the mean wind velocity is 15 m/s. In order
to define the generalized forcing, modal shapes proportional to
1
a simplified expression for cantilever beams,
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In comparison with the linearized approach, defined by the
equation (13-15), the mean wind velocity, pitch angle and
radius dependent tangential velocity have been taken into
account explicitly. Moreover, coupling between flap and edge
wise motion has been adopted and the quadratic flow-structure
interaction has been accounted for by incorporating secondorder Volterra kernels.
Figure 3 presents the linear direct and cross frequencyresponse functions of the nonlinear blade model, when
neglecting the structural feedback u, see (6). Large peaks at the
natural frequencies can be observed. The contribution of the
cross-terms is significant; the response Uy is mostly affected by
fluctuations of Vx. To verify the results, the transfer function of
the linearized system is plotted too. Due to the fact that the
pitch angle is set at 0o, this curve precisely follows the response
Ux to fluctuations of Vy.
By taking system feedback into account, the picture
presented by Figure 3 gets disturbed, as can be seen in Figure 4.
First of all, the height of the peaks has significantly decreased,
which can be seen as the result of the added damping.
Moreover, system response in ux direction affects the uy
response, and vice versa.

Figure 4: First-order Volterra kernels, or frequencyresponse functions, of the blade model with system feedback.
In order to provide insight in the contribution of the
aerodynamic damping, Table 1 presents the values of the
transfer functions – with and without structural feedback – at
the natural frequencies and the ratios of the magnitude of the
transfer functions. The effect of the structural feedback is most
significant for the flap wise response. The flap wise reduction
ratios are in line with the ratio obtained with the linearized
model. For the given configuration, the aerodynamic damping
affects the structural response in y direction much less.

Ux response to Vx excitation
Ux response to Vy excitation
Uy response to Vx excitation
Uy response to Vy excitation
Linearized system response

No feedback
[s]
35.8
20.4
21.7
7.22
20.4

Feedback
[s]
0.651
0.365
0.977
0.476
0.405

Ratio
[-]
55.0
55.9
22.2
15.2
50.4

Table 1: Transfer function values at natural frequencies,
with and without structural feedback.
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Until now, only first-order responses have been
considered. To analyze also the second-order response, which
accounts for the nonlinearity of the system excitation, a specific
forcing needs to be defined, since the second order Volterra
kernels do not provide input independent transfer functions in
the frequency domain, as was obtained for the first order
Volterra kernels.
As system excitation, a harmonic fluctuation
corresponding to a 1P frequency (0.84 rad/s) of the turbine
blade is adopted. This excitation is thought to be active both inand out-of-plane of the rotor, with equal amplitude in both
directions. The structural response for the system with and
without structural feedback is depicted in Figure 5. The firstorder Volterra kernels provide system response at the excitation
frequency. As expected, the second-order kernel gives a
response that contains higher harmonics, the response
frequency of which exactly doubles the excitation frequency.
The effect of the added damping can be deduced from Figure 5
too. For each line, the higher data point indicates the structural
response without the added damping. The lower data point
shows the response including the beneficial effect of structural
feedback.

response cannot be neglected. Studying the effect of nonlinear
excitation by means of second-order Volterra kernels has shown
some higher-harmonic response. In order to get a clear picture
of how the nonlinear forcing affects the structural motion, the
response to a realistic excitation spectrum for a rotating turbine
needs to be analyzed.
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